Syphilis Prevention Messages for Social Media (all 140 characters or less)

There’s a record syphilis outbreak in Columbus. You may have it and not know it. Get tested-and treated-to prevent serious health issues.

There’s a syphilis outbreak in Columbus. Syphilis is easy to diagnose and cure if you get tested and find it early. Call 645-7222.

There’s a syphilis outbreak in Columbus. You may have syphilis and not know it. Get tested today!

There’s a syphilis outbreak in Columbus. Testing and treatment are available for little or no cost. Call Columbus Public Health - 645-7222.

Attention: Syphilis Outbreak - Your partner may not have any visible signs of syphilis, but can still give it to you. Get tested!

Syphilis Outbreak in Columbus - Do you really know what’s going on between the sheets? Get tested and know for sure.

There’s a syphilis outbreak in Columbus. You may have syphilis and not know it. Wear condoms -- and get tested!
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